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Umpolung strategies, defined as synthetic approaches which reverse commonly accepted reactivity

patterns, are broadly recognized as enabling tools for small molecule synthesis and catalysis. However,

methods which exploit this logic for peptide and protein functionalizations are comparatively rare, with

the overwhelming majority of existing bioconjugation approaches relying on the well-established

reactivity profiles of a handful of amino acids. This perspective serves to highlight a small but growing

body of recent work that masterfully capitalizes on the concept of polarity reversal for the selective

modification of proteinogenic functionalities. Current applications of umpolung chemistry in organic

synthesis and chemical biology as well as the vast potential for further innovations in peptide and protein

modification will be discussed.
Introduction

With growing appreciation for the value of peptide and protein-
based therapies,1 synthetic strategies for the precise modica-
tion of these complex biomolecules are in exceedingly high
demand. Although modern synthetic and biosynthetic
approaches are routinely applied for the assembly of the peptide
or protein backbone, the need to ne-tune both structure and
function through targeted modications of side chain
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functionalities has continued to push the boundaries of synthetic
chemistry. The precision of nature's enzymatic post-translational
modication machinery, characterized by exquisite chemo- and
regioselectivity, serves as powerful inspiration. Over the past
several years, chemists seeking to extend the scope of peptide and
protein modications to include the site-specic, on-demand
incorporation of both native and designer functionality have
successfully mined the rich interface of peptide science and
cutting-edge organic chemistry. Advances in transition-metal
catalysis,2 photochemistry,3 and electrochemistry4 are actively
reshaping the toolbox of bioconjugation strategies.

Despite the advances offered by such technological
improvements, modern bioconjugation strategies still rely
disproportionately on the conventional reactivity proles of just
a small selection of amino acid side chains (Fig. 1). Cysteine
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Chemical Science Perspective
(Cys), lysine (Lys) and tyrosine (Tyr) are common protagonists
owing to their nucleophilicity under physiological conditions.5

As peptide chemists, we are highly cognizant of the innate
reactivity attributable to various side chain functionalities and
have overwhelmingly designed and pursued strategies which
exploit these properties. For example, nucleophilic Cys residues
have been widely targeted for alkylation and arylation with an
increasing variety of valuable new electrophiles.6 By compar-
ison, strategies which pair electrophilic Cys derivatives with
external nucleophiles in a reversal of the conventional reactivity
prole—termed reactivity umpolung—are exceedingly rare.
Nevertheless, given the scarcity of innately electrophilic pro-
teinogenic side chain functionalities, electrophilic Cys equiva-
lents have obvious advantages for the development of new
chemo- and regioselective transformations.

This perspective aims to highlight the emerging value and vast
untapped potential of umpolung approaches to peptide and
protein modication. Following a brief historical overview of the
terminology and the rise of umpolung strategies as a tool for
retrosynthetic planning in small molecule synthesis, we will
highlight the growing body of literature which serves to extend
this concept to the synthesis and modication of biomolecules,
organized broadly by functional group beginning with the amide
functionality and progressing to amino acid side chainmotifs. In
the spirit of broadening our repertoire of bioconjugation reac-
tions and our capacity for strategic planning, we will also briey
highlight strategies which explore underutilized or overlooked
modes of innate reactivity. Our hope is that emerging methods
will increasingly leverage not only well-established and intrinsic
side chain reactivity but will also powerfully exploit as yet
untapped reactivity (innate or umpolung).
Dening umpolung in the context of peptide and protein
modications

Before exploring polarity reversal in the context of peptide and
protein functionalization, it is rst prudent to examine the
terminology and provide a brief historical perspective.
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Reactivity umpolung is perhaps best exemplied in the context
of carbonyl chemistry—the very framework in which the
terminology was rst coined. In the late 1960s, Corey referred to
the temporary reversal of the reactivity of a specic atom in
a functional group as “symmetrization of reactivity”,7 high-
lighting emerging chemistry for the conversion of the electro-
philic carbonyl carbon of an aldehyde (e.g. 1) into a nucleophilic
center through preparation of the corresponding lithiated 1,3-
dithiane 2, an acyl anion equivalent (Fig. 1A).8 Evans alterna-
tively referred to the inversion of conventional reactivity
patterns as “charge affinity inversion” in discussing the versa-
tile chemistry of allylic sulfoxides.9 Ultimately Seebach's refer-
ence to reactivity umpolung10 etched this term into the common
lexicon, aided by his authoritative review in 1979 which
summarized the concepts underlying polarity reversal and
formalized the nomenclature.11

In Seebach's early exposition,11 conventional reactivity
patterns are dened by alternating nucleophilic or donor (d) and
electrophilic or acceptor (a) sites, with heteroatoms constituting
donor centers (e.g. d0 describes the oxygen in aldehyde 1, Fig. 1A).
Hence the electrophilic carbonyl carbon is an acceptor (a1, with
superscript 1 referring to the distance from the heteroatom
center). Accordingly, a reversal of the “a” and “d” centers
constitutes reactivity umpolung, which is reected in the reac-
tivity of dithiane 2. The IUPAC denition of umpolung now
broadly encompasses the inversion of any commonly accepted
reactivity pattern;12 the present perspective will apply this more
inclusive denition and highlight both “classical” as well as
“non-classical” umpolung. The latter term is used in instances
where a more liberal interpretation of the concept has been
employed. For additional clarity, in gures and schemes herein,
purple will be used to signify conventional reactivity while orange
will signify reactivity umpolung. Atoms labeled as “a” and “d”will
denote electron acceptors or donors, respectively, and for
simplicity, the numerical superscripts have been omitted.

In the context of amino acids, simple heteroatom containing
side chains are generally nucleophilic at the heteroatom center
(e.g. the Cys sulfur and the selenocysteine (Sec) selenium,
Fig. 1B). Exploiting the heteroatom as an acceptor constitutes
reactivity umpolung. In the context of side chains with more
nuanced reactivity patterns, umpolung is perhaps harder to
distinguish from underexplored modes of innate reactivity. For
example, at physiological pH, nitrogens in the histidine (His)
imidazole side chain are nucleophilic, rendering C2 an acceptor
atom based on the alternating donor/acceptor pattern proposed
by Seebach.11 However, the electrophilicity of C2 has rarely been
explored in bioconjugation chemistry (vide infra). Moreover,
reactivity at C4/C5 is difficult to dene based simply on alter-
nating reactivity patterns. It should likewise be noted that while
simple changes in pH may affect the protonation state—and
accordingly the reactivity—of side chain functionality, proton-
ation alone does not alter innate reactivity patterns. Deproto-
nation of Cys (pKa � 8) is an illustrative example, in which the
corresponding thiolate exhibits enhanced nucleophilicity.
Nevertheless, changes in protonation state may serve as a valu-
able tool for exploiting underutilized modes of innate reactivity
and for achieving enhanced chemoselectivity. The following
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 (A) Umpolung of carbonyl reactivity; (B) inversion of the innate reactivity of cysteine (Cys) and selenocysteine (Sec); (C) an overview of
modern strategies highlighting conventional and umpolung approaches to bioconjugation.
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sections will therefore provide a nuanced discussion of the
multifaceted reactivity conventionally attributed to proteino-
genic functionality, beginning with backbone amides and
proceeding to side chain motifs, so as to more fully illuminate
the key advantages afforded by umpolung approaches.
Amide umpolung strategies

Amide bonds are ubiquitous in nature, comprising the core
component of peptide and protein backbones. Indeed, the
amide functional group is present in 40% of bioactive
compounds13 and is an important moiety in many agrochemi-
cals and polymers.14 The chemical synthesis of amide bonds has
almost universally been achieved via the condensation of
carboxylic acids and amines, mimicking the protein synthesis
process seen in nature.15 Typical strategies focus on enhancing
the inherent electrophilicity of the carbonyl carbon associated
with the carboxylic acid component through transformation
into a more reactive acyl donor, such as an ester, acyl chloride or
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
anhydride (Fig. 2A, acceptor), followed by nucleophilic substi-
tution with an amine (donor). The in situ formation of activated
esters with phosphonium or uronium salts (e.g. PyBOP, HATU,
COMU) is a commonly employed method which generally
proceeds in high yields. However, these reagents can be toxic
and/or explosive,16 and the associated synthetic pathways typi-
cally require stoichiometric quantities of coupling reagents,
producing large amounts of waste which may prove costly on
industrial scales. Furthermore, sterically demanding nucleo-
philes (e.g. disubstituted amines) or poor nucleophiles (e.g.
aniline derivatives) are challenging substrates, oen resulting
in low conversion and/or epimerization of the a-carbon of chiral
carboxylic acids.16,17

Recent alternatives to traditional amide synthesis methods
have aimed to address these challenges.18 Amide synthesis
involving polarity inversion of the carboxylic acid and amine
reactants is an emerging strategy. So-called umpolung amide
synthesis (UmAS), rst coined by Johnston and co-workers,19

employs a nucleophilic acyl carbon (donor) and electrophilic
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823 | 2811



Fig. 2 Conventional methods of amide synthesis vs. emerging strategies which utilize polarity reversed starting materials. PC ¼ photocatalyst;
Act ¼ activating group.
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nitrogen (acceptor) for carbon–nitrogen bond formation
(Fig. 2B), in contrast to the polarization seen in conventional
amide synthesis (Fig. 2A).17,19 Seminal work by the Johnston
group utilized nitronates derived from a-bromo nitroalkanes (3)
as nucleophilic acyl anion equivalents (cf. 2, Fig. 1A) paired with
an amine component (4) as a novel approach to amide bonds
(Fig. 3A).17 The amine is converted into an electrophile in situ
using N-iodosuccinimide (NIS) as a halonium source, with the
resulting amide products (5) formed under mild reaction
conditions in the presence of K2CO3. The methodology tolerates
a variety of bulky substituents and functional groups on the
nitroalkane and amine components, although aryl amines such
as aniline were not tolerated. Tertiary amides and amides
formed from lactonization-prone substrates, which are oen
hard to access using activated carboxylic acid approaches,17

were also compatible with this method (e.g. 6). Moreover, UmAS
was shown to be suitable in peptide synthesis (e.g. 7, 23 peptide/
amino acid examples), with no epimerization observed for
chiral substrates.

Probing the mechanism has been pivotal in the renement
of UmAS. In their initial investigations, Johnston and co-
workers hypothesized that the amine and halonium source
afforded an electrophilic N-halo amine (8, acceptor), activating
the nitrogen to nucleophilic attack from nitronate 9 (donor)
under basic conditions (Fig. 3B). Following nucleophilic
substitution, a 1,1,1 halo-amino-nitroalkane (HANA) tetrahe-
dral intermediate (10) is formed. To date, this highly reactive
intermediate has escaped observation, however, the structure of
an intermediate (11) formed from a similar transformation
between an a-uoro nitroalkane and an azodicarboxylate elec-
trophile has recently been elucidated (Fig. 3B).20 It was initially
postulated that the tetrahedral intermediate is converted to the
amide product by hydrolysis, however, various 18O-labeling
2812 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823
experiments used to identify the origin of the amide oxygen
highlighted the possibility of both anaerobic and aerobic
pathways to the amide.

The anaerobic pathway is thought to involve isomerization of
the nitro group to form a nitrite, followed by collapse of inter-
mediate 12 to an amide by elimination of HBr and nitrous acid
(Fig. 3B). Possible intermediates and the energy landscape of
this pathway were probed using density functional theory
calculations.20,21 The aerobic pathway instead involves compet-
itive formation of a peroxide intermediate (13) via addition of O2

aer fragmentation of the C–NO2 bond (Fig. 3B). Intermediate
13 can collapse to an amide upon elimination of bromonium
nitrate.19 Interestingly, this pathway generates an alternative
halonium source in situ, a nding that revealed sub-
stoichiometric equivalents of NIS (5–10 mol%) can be used in
an aerobic setting without compromising yield (Fig. 3C).22 The
one equivalent of electrophilic bromine (BrNO3) released in this
pathway can provide an alternative halonium source for N-halo
amine (c.f. 8) formation. This development provides an advan-
tageous atom economical approach to amidation that mini-
mizes cost and waste generation compared to traditional
methods which use large excesses of coupling reagents.

To increase the substrate scope available for the carbonyl
feedstock, a one-pot amidation was later developed by Johnston
and co-workers starting from primary nitroalkanes (14,
Fig. 3D).23 In this second generation approach, the a-bromo
nitroalkane required for UmAS is formed in situ in the presence
of a brominating reagent. Screening of a range of electrophilic
bromine reagents and bases revealed that dibromotetrachloro-
ethane 15 (100 mol%) and K2CO3 were the best combination for
this transformation, along with NIS (10 mol%) under an oxygen
atmosphere for aerobic UmAS. Concurrently, Hayashi and co-
workers developed an oxidative amidation starting from
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Iterations of umpolung amide synthesis (UmAS) developed by Johnston and co-workers and the proposed mechanism. Yields and
diastereomeric ratios (dr) provided are for the UmAS step (amide bond formation highlighted in blue).
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primary nitroalkanes as a means of improving substrate
scope.24 Primary nitroalkanes reacted with amines in the pres-
ence of I2 and K2CO3 under an atmosphere of O2, providing
efficient access to dipeptides (13 examples). Although the
approach is ostensibly similar to UmAS, the group's detailed
mechanistic insights suggest that the reaction exploits
conventional reactant polarities, whereby the nitroalkane is
converted to an electrophilic activated ester and the amine
functions as a nucleophile.25

UmAS has been further extended to a considerable collection
of synthetic applications (Fig. 3E) including the construction of
aryl glycine derivatives (e.g. 7, 16), b2,3-amino amides (e.g. 17)
and L- and D-amino acids (e.g. 18) using bis(amidine) catalysts.26

Moreover, a-oxy amides can be synthesized using enantioen-
riched a-bromo nitroalkane precursors readily forged from
chiral copper(II) complexes,27 for example g-secretase inhibitor
LY411575 19, the synthesis of which has previously incorpo-
rated the a-oxy motif as a racemic mixture, requiring chro-
matographic separation following the amidation step.28

Avoiding epimerization during the C–N bond formation,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a common problem with existing methods, is a powerful
advantage to the approach particularly in the formation of aryl
glycine derivatives.17 Notably, in each application except the
construction of b2,3-amino amides, bromo nitromethane (20)
acts as a carbonyl dianion synthon (Fig. 3E) in which base-
mediated formation of a nitronate rst enables installation of
the “R” group through a Henry-type addition. Subsequent
umpolung amidation provides a doubly umpolung approach to
the synthesis of amides that are not readily accessible via
traditional methods.

Recently, Xie and co-workers developed an alternative
umpolung amidation strategy involving a carboxylic acid (21)
and modied amine reagent, in contrast to the technology
introduced by Johnston.29 The approach employs a P(III)/P(V)
catalytic cycle to generate a nucleophilic acyl anion equivalent
in situ that can react with a nitroarene or nitroalkane (22) to
form an amide (Fig. 4).30 Reactions proceed in acetonitrile with
K2HPO4 and a catalytic system comprised of FeI2, an organo-
phosphine precatalyst 23 and an iridium photocatalyst in the
presence of PhSiH3 as the reductant. Working in synergy, the
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823 | 2813



Fig. 4 Umpolung amidation utilizing the P(III)/P(V) catalytic cycle. Key
intermediates that are important in umpolung C–N bond formation
are shown. PC ¼ photocatalyst; SET ¼ single electron transfer; AA ¼
amino acid.
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catalysts initially generate a phosphine radical cation (24) from
23, which can recombine with the carboxylate and undergo b-
scission to form acyl radical 25 (donor). Concurrently, the nitro
group is converted into a nitroso group (26) in the presence of
FeI2 and silane reductant. Nucleophilic addition of the acyl
radical into 26 (acceptor) forms an N-hydroxy amide (27) which
is reduced to the corresponding amide 28 (Fig. 4). The meth-
odology tolerates a variety of functional groups on the carbox-
ylic acid and nitro components. Pleasingly, aryl amides can be
readily accessed using nitroarenes, however, tertiary amides
cannot be formed due to constraints imposed by the nitro group
on the amine equivalent. Finally, the amidation of carboxylic
acids within peptides and amino acids is possible (six exam-
ples), indicating a future avenue for this method as a late-stage
peptide modication strategy—a prospect aided by the advan-
tage of employing unmodied carboxylic acid starting
materials.

Perspective

Alternative methods for amide bond formation, particularly
those which overcome the limitations of classical approaches,
continue to provide valuable new strategies for the chemist's
toolbox. To this end, the umpolung amidation strategies dis-
cussed above have begun to address conventional limitations in
reaction scope, exemplied by the successful formation of
tertiary amides and aryl amides as well as compatibility with
epimerization prone substrates. Moreover, such strategies may
provide additional layers of orthogonality relative to traditional
amidation chemistry by broadening the number of viable ret-
rosynthetic strategies for the total syntheses of amide-rich
natural products and providing new pathways for late-stage
peptide modication. These initiatives are aided by the ability
to form amide bonds in the presence of competing nucleophiles
and sensitive functional groups, whilst minimizing protecting
2814 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823
group manipulations. However, the routine adoption of such
amidation strategies will likely require approaches that
continue to exploit readily available carboxylic acid and amine
feedstocks as starting materials, a challenge for the develop-
ment of umpolung amidation platforms. Alternative methods
have been developed with this limitation in mind, including
strategies involving amine activation or catalytic amidation.31

The wide availability of amino acids and the compatibility of
common coupling reagents with solid phase peptide synthesis
(SPPS) are no doubt compelling reasons for the broad popu-
larity of existing amidation strategies. Nevertheless, the valu-
able conceptual andmechanistic breakthroughs afforded by the
pursuit of umpolung amidation strategies have challenged
conventional thinking and will continue to inspire the devel-
opment of innovative strategies for diverse applications in
synthetic chemistry.24,31a,b,32

Umpolung strategies for the
functionalization of amino acid side
chains

Side chain functionalities are frequently targeted for chemo-
selective peptide and protein modications by taking advantage
of the diversity and inherent reactivity of the canonical amino
acids. A selection of recent strategies has exploited polarity
inversion as an alternative means of achieving residue-specic
modications, including for valuable applications in total
synthesis and medicinal chemistry. The following sections,
organized by amino acid side chain functionality, will detail
these advances.

Cysteine (Cys) umpolung strategies

As noted in the introduction, the Cys thiol is well known for its
nucleophilic character and is widely utilized in peptide and
protein chemistry. Many such transformations, including
oxidations, nucleophilic substitutions and Michael additions
(see Fig. 1C for representative examples) have demonstrated
applications in chemical biology, medicinal chemistry and
organic synthesis, making Cys arguably the most versatile
residue for the construction of functionalized biomolecules.5b,33

However, the Cys thiol can also be readily modied with elec-
tron withdrawing functionality to afford electrophilic Cys
equivalents (Fig. 5A) in which the sulfur atom serves as an
acceptor. The inverted polarity of these Cys derivatives primes
them for nucleophilic attack, and this umpolung strategy has
been exploited for the generation of novel approaches to chal-
lenging natural products and for the development of new late-
stage functionalization methods.

One of the most common approaches for the generation of
electrophilic Cys variants is via activation of Cys with a nitro-
pyridine sulfenyl, pyridine sulfenyl, or other electron-decient
thiol-activator (e.g. see 29–32), such as those commonly used
in directed disulde bond synthesis (Fig. 5A and B).34 These
electrophilic Cys residues are routinely prepared by reacting the
unprotected or protected Cys thiol with an activating symmet-
rical disulde (e.g. 2,20-dithiobis(5-nitropyridine) or 2,20-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Umpolung strategies using Cys. (A) Electrophilic Cys equivalents implemented in umpolung approaches. (B) An example of a directed
disulfide bond synthesis employing electrophilic Cys equivalents for the assembly of a multi-stranded peptide. (C) Late-stage S-glycosylation
using an isothiazolone sulfenylating agent. (D) Umpolung preparation of tryptathionine linkages for the synthesis of amatoxins and phallotoxins.
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dithiodipyridine) which undergoes disulde exchange to afford
an activated cystine under both acidic and basic conditions.34,35

In the case of disulde synthesis, the thiol moiety of another
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nucleophilic Cys residue reacts with the activated, electrophilic
Cys (inter- or intramolecularly), resulting in the selective
formation of a disulde bond (Fig. 5B). The excellent
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823 | 2815
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regioselectivity of this approach has led to its routine use in the
synthesis of multi-stranded peptides with several disulde
bonds, and recent examples have utilized these strategies for
the efficient preparation of human relaxins and insulins.35,36

The utility of umpolung Cys approaches is not just limited to
the formation of disulde bonds. A recent report by Niu and co-
workers described the use of an electrophilic Cys equivalent for
the selective late-stage glycosylation of Cys residues (Fig. 5C).37

In this approach, an allyl glycosyl sulfone (38) serves as
a precursor to an unprotected, nucleophilic glycosyl radical
generated under photocatalytic conditions. Trapping of this
radical by the electrophilic Cys furnishes an S-glycosylated Cys
residue (39).37 Two iterations of this method were developed,
with the rst utilizing a classical pyridine sulfenyl electrophilic
Cys residue (e.g. 29) to generate glycosylated peptides. The
second-generation strategy overcomes the need to isolate the
activated electrophilic intermediate by generating the activated
Cys 35 in situ using an isothiazolone sulfenylating agent 37. This
strategy provides an operationally simple procedure for stereo-
selective S-glycosylation under aqueous conditions and in the
absence of protecting groups (Fig. 5C)37 and highlights the role
of umpolung strategies in the production of peptides bearing
valuable post-translational modications.

Electrophilic Cys has also found application in the assembly
of synthetically challenging ribosomally-synthesized and post-
translationally modied peptides (RiPPs), such as phalloidin
(40) and a-amanitin (41) found in death cap mushrooms from
the genus Amanita (Fig. 5D).38 This class of highly toxic peptides
is characterized by a unique tryptathionine linkage (42) between
the side chains of Cys and tryptophan (Trp) that forms the core
bicyclic structural motif of these peptides. One strategy to
synthetically access the tryptathionine linkage has been
through utilization of electrophilic sulfenyl halides (33–34) that
undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution with the nucleo-
philic 2-position of the Trp indole functionality to forge the side
chain thioether linkage.39 This has been employed by both Guy
and co-workers39a as well as Süssmuth and co-workers39b in
a building block approach whereby a suitably N- and C-pro-
tected Cys is treated with sulfuryl chloride to prepare the sul-
fenyl chloride (33), and subsequent addition of a protected Trp
residue yields the tryptathionine dipeptide (e.g. 42, Fig. 5D).
Tryptathionine dipeptide building blocks have been utilized in
the assembly of both a phalloidin derivative and for the total
synthesis of a-amanitin.39

In another umpolung approach to the tryptathionine linkage
reported by Schuresko and Lokey, iodine was used to both
deprotect and activate Cys residues for thioether formation with
the Trp indole (Fig. 5D).40 This strategy was inspired by a side
reaction observed during the I2-mediated deprotection and
oxidation of Cys side chains, namely the identication of
a minor Trp–Cys thioether-linked byproduct presumably
occurring through a sulfenyl iodide intermediate (e.g. 34) that
reacts via electrophilic aromatic substitution with the indole
ring.40,41 Optimization of this strategy on-resin was accom-
plished by using a low-loading resin (0.1 g mol�1), which
resulted in favorable formation of the Trp–Cys linkage over
competing intermolecular disulde formation, thus enabling
2816 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823
the synthesis of a uorescently labeled phalloidin analogue in
good yield.40 This iodine-mediated reaction has also been
utilized in the synthesis of amanitins and related analogues,
with the efficiency of the approach facilitating systematic SAR
studies further advancing the potential of the death cap toxins
for medicinal and chemical biology applications.42

Recently, Otaka and co-workers also prepared the trypta-
thionine linkage using a masked sulfenyl chloride intermediate
derived from an S-p-methoxybenzyl Cys sulfoxide 36.43 In this
approach, the methoxybenzyl Cys sulfoxide (43, Fig. 5D) is
oxidatively activated to a sulfonium cation under the acidic
reaction conditions. It is then postulated that the presence of
Gn$HCl mediates formation of a Cys-derived sulfenyl chloride
which engages the Trp indole side chain to form the trypta-
thionine linkage. In contrast to the aforementioned sulfenyl
chloride building block approaches, the mild electrophilicity of
the S-p-methoxybenzyl Cys sulfoxide allows for facile incorpo-
ration using SPPS and the ‘on-demand’ formation of the more
activated sulfenyl chloride intermediate enables late-stage
modication. This has been exemplied in the synthesis of an
amanitin derivative with the tryptathionine linkage formed as
the last step of the synthesis on the unprotected peptide
substrate. Moreover, these conditions were amenable for
a stapling strategy in the preparation of a tryptathionine-stapled
estrogen receptor-a activity-regulator peptide (ERAP)
analogue.43
Selenocysteine (Sec) umpolung strategies

The 21st amino acid, Sec, is a versatile residue for functionali-
zation owing to its nucleophilicity and similarities to its close
relative Cys. Accordingly, many approaches used for Cys
modication are also mirrored with Sec. However, in contrast to
Cys, the selenol functionality has greater acidity (pKa � 5.5) and
a lower redox potential, which promotes facile oxidation of the
selenol to the corresponding diselenide under mild condi-
tions.44 These characteristics can be advantageous in certain
instances, enabling the selective functionalization of Sec in the
presence of Cys. Nevertheless, the high polarizability of sele-
nium can lead to dehydroalanine (Dha) formation via elimina-
tion, and the use of reducing agents and the stringent exclusion
of oxygen to preserve the nucleophilicity of the reduced selenol
can be operationally challenging. Accordingly, umpolung based
strategies that utilize the electrophilicity of oxidized Sec resi-
dues represent attractive alternatives.

As with Cys-based umpolung strategies, electrophilic Sec
equivalents present a stable but activated functionality that are
susceptible to nucleophilic attack. This concept was rst
explored for late-stage peptide modication by Pentelute,
Buchwald and co-workers through chemoselective Se-arylation
of 2-thiol-5-nitropyridine activated Sec (44) with aryl boronic
acid nucleophiles (Fig. 6).45 The reaction proceeds via a copper-
mediated pathway whereby oxidative addition of the electro-
philic Sec onto a copper–ligand complex is followed by trans-
metalation with an aryl boronic acid and reductive elimination
to yield an arylated Sec. The strategy is broadly applicable in
aqueous conditions and has been demonstrated on a variety of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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aryl substrates with chemoselectivity for Sec in the context of
unprotected peptides.45

A more recent report extended the strategy to nucleophilic,
electron-rich aromatic substrates without the need for boronic
acid-functionalized precursors or a copper catalyst (Fig. 6).46

This electrophilic selenium conjugation proceeded in aqueous
buffered conditions (pH 8.0) in the absence of additives, and
was used to conjugate arenes and heteroarenes, including
various natural product and pharmaceutical examples, onto
peptide substrates in good yields.46 Where poor yields of the
conjugated products were observed (<40%), the addition of
a copper bound ligand was shown to enhance the desired yield
(>60%), further extending the utility of the approach for chal-
lenging substrates. The authors also demonstrated that the
strategy could be used to access a variety of conjugated
biomolecules, including peptide–vancomycin and protein–
vancomycin conjugates by utilizing the embedded electron-rich
resorcinol ring in vancomycin as the conjugation site.46 The
exceptional versatility of this Sec functionalization has enabled
efficient access to challenging peptide conjugates and will be of
great value for medicinal chemists for the development of novel
drug conjugates.

Alanine (Ala) umpolung strategies

On rst inspection the aliphatic Ala side chain stands as
a recalcitrant target for the chemoselective functionalization of
peptides and proteins. The b-carbon is ostensibly neither
a donor nor an acceptor. However, the structurally-related non-
proteinogenic derivative dehydroalanine (Dha) has gained
considerable attention as a functionalization handle due to its
inherent electrophilicity at the b-position and ability to undergo
Michael-type conjugate additions with a diverse range of
nucleophilic substrates to generate Ala derivatives.47 One
drawback of this strategy is the lack of stereochemical control at
the a-position leading to a diastereomeric mixture of
substituted products, limiting the potential applications of the
Fig. 6 Late-stage umpolung arylation strategies using a 2-thiol-5-nitrop

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
approach. Nevertheless, reactions at Dha remain the most
prominent and versatile strategies to forge new bonds to the Ala
b-carbon.

In light of the well-explored electrophilicity of Dha, strategies
which enable the Ala b-carbon to serve instead as a nucleophile
are discussed here as a form of non-classical umpolung reac-
tivity for the synthesis of modied Ala residues. Such strategies
have emerged as powerful new methods to build C–C bonds at
the b-position via Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions,
expanding the repertoire of strategies for Ala functionalization.
In particular, metalated Ala (AlaM) building blocks, including
carbagermatrane and carbastannatrane derivatives, have
emerged as highly stable and versatile nucleophilic handles that
can undergo functionalization with various halogenated elec-
trophiles.48 This work was rst exemplied by Xiao and co-
workers48a through the preparation of various orthogonally-
protected Ala building blocks bearing a carbagermatrane
group at the b-position (e.g. AlaGe, 45) (Fig. 7A). In the presence
of catalytic Pd(dba)2 and a phosphine ligand 46, the AlaGe

building blocks were coupled with bromoaryl substrates to
generate unnatural b-aryl amino acids without compromising
stereochemistry at the a-carbon position.48a This strategy was
next extended to the preparation of Fmoc- and Boc-protected
AlaGe building blocks which were employed under standard
SPPS conditions to assemble an octapeptide (47) containing two
AlaGe and two bromophenylalanine residues. Remarkably, the
resin bound peptide underwent a dual cross-coupling sequence
to generate a bicyclic peptide (48) in good yield (20% overall).
Although the requirement for an inert atmosphere and rela-
tively harsh reaction conditions (120 �C for 16 h) might limit the
applicability to more sensitive peptide substrates, this example
highlights the broad potential for Ala-based umpolung strate-
gies in peptide modications.48a

A more recent AlaM umpolung strategy reported by Walczak
and co-workers explored the use of functionalized carbas-
tannatrane Ala residues 49 (AlaSn) that can be transformed
yridine activated Sec.
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under Stille cross-coupling conditions (Fig. 7B).48b This method
was rst optimized on dipeptide fragments showing that the
reaction can be used to generate C–C, C–S and C–Se function-
alized Ala residues. In contrast to the AlaGe species, the AlaSn

derivatives are stable in aqueous media and reactions were
performed in good yield in both organic and biocompatible
aqueous buffered solutions (pH 6.5–8.5), oen at ambient
temperature.48b The broad scope of this strategy prompted
further investigation of the method for peptide cyclization to
afford small di- and tripeptide cyclic products. The reaction
platform was also applied to the late-stage functionalization of
a gramicidin analogue 50, where the embedded AlaSn residue
was modied with aryl and alkyl electrophiles in moderate to
good yields.48b Notably, the assembled gramicidin analogue
contained ornithine to azidoornithine mutations and the AlaSn

building block was installed via solution peptide phase
synthesis techniques. Further exploration of the broader func-
tional group tolerance and compatibility of the AlaSn building
blocks with standard SPPS conditions remain to be explored.
Nevertheless, both the AlaSn and AlaGe strategies highlight
unique umpolung transformations that complement existing
Dha-based functionalization approaches. These methods thus
Fig. 7 Ala umpolung strategies. (A) Overview of Ala carbagermatrane de
carbastannatrane derivatives and their applications in late-stage function
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serve to greatly expand the chemist's toolbox for broad appli-
cations in the assembly of complex peptides.
Histidine (His) umpolung strategies

The His residue is a rather unique amino acid due to its
ionizable aromatic side chain (pKa � 6.1)49 that can exist as both
the protonated imidazolium or the deprotonated imidazole
under physiologically relevant conditions. Although the His
side chain is known for its nucleophilic properties (e.g. modi-
cation through N-alkylation via substitution or addition reac-
tions),50 in the context of peptides and proteins, the mild
nucleophilicity of the nitrogen donors on the imidazole ring is
oen overshadowed by the nucleophilicity of Cys and Lys which
limits the possibility of using His for selective functionalization
strategies. This limitation can be overcome by exploiting the
inherent electrophilicity of the imidazole C2 position (vide infra)
or using unique umpolung strategies that generate alternative
electrophilic sites on the His side chain. The latter approach has
recently been explored by Sato and co-workers for labeling at the
C5 position of the imidazole ring in peptides and proteins.51

This strategy was inspired by prior reports which identied His–
rivatives and their use in peptide macrocyclization. (B) Overview of Ala
alization.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 His functionalization using umpolung-like strategies. (A) Singlet oxygen photooxidative functionalization using 1-methyl-4-arylurazole
nucleophiles. (B) Minisci-type functionalization of His using photochemically generated alkyl radicals. (C) His functionalization using sulfinate
salts as radical precursors.
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His, His–Cys and His–Lys cross-linked side chains in the
analytical analyses of monoclonal antibodies that were attrib-
uted to a photooxidative cross-linking mechanism.52 Capital-
izing on this pathway, the His labeling approach was developed
through the photocatalytic generation of singlet oxygen, which
subsequently undergoes a Diels–Alder reaction with the His
imidazole side chain to afford an electrophilic endoperoxide
intermediate 51 (Fig. 8A).51 In the presence of a 1-methyl-4-
arylurazole nucleophile 52, the oxidized His intermediate is
trapped, leading to a C5 conjugated product 53. This strategy
was exemplied by labeling peptides and antibodies with azide
handles for uorescent tagging; modications occurred rapidly
(�15 min) at the embedded His residues under biocompatible
conditions. It is envisaged that the efficiency of this approach
may also allow for the extension of the strategy to intracellular
applications.51 Notably, this His labeling strategy does not
maintain the imidazole structure in the conjugated product 53.
This method therefore represents a non-classical umpolung
approach as the majority of umpolung strategies preserve the
primary structural features of the starting amino acids in their
conjugated products.

As evidenced above, harnessing the electrophilic nature of
His is an innovative way to devise new methodologies to selec-
tively modify the imidazole side chain. Although not formally
dened as umpolung chemistry, there are new methods
emerging that capitalize on the inherent electrophilic reactivity
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
of His that is oen overlooked in favor of the more conventional
nucleophilic His modication strategies. Specically, in its
protonated state, the imidazolium ring contains an electron
decient C2 position that can be modied using nucleophilic
radicals in Minisci-type processes. In one such strategy devel-
oped by Chen, Wang and co-workers, photochemical activation
of 4-alkyl-1,4-dihydropyridine reagents (e.g. 54) serves to
generate alkyl radicals capable of alkylation at the C2 position of
the His side chain (Fig. 8B).53 Using this approach, a range of
different peptide scaffolds (e.g. saralasin, bremelanotide,
secretin, ubiquitin) were selectively labeled at His with a variety
of different alkyl substituents, including azide and alkyne
handles, generally in moderate to good yields.53 Similarly,
Noisier, Gopalakrishnan and co-workers demonstrated that His
can be selectively labeled using aliphatic sulnate salts (55) as
radical precursors (Fig. 8C).54 This alkylation strategy was
applied to a wide variety of bioactive peptide substrates, leading
to good residue specicity with a number of alkyl sulnates.
Although electrophilic radicals derived from sulnate salts (e.g.
cCF3) have also been shown to engage Trp and Tyr residues,55

the selectivity for His in this instance stems from the favorable
pairing of nucleophilic alkyl radicals with the enhanced elec-
trophilicity of the protonated imidazolium formed under the
acidic reaction conditions. Furthermore, His alkylation using
a gem-diuoro handle (56) could be followed by quantitative
hydrolysis to a substituted ketone (57), which was then utilized
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 2809–2823 | 2819
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for oxime ligations, generating a range of peptide conjugates
that included a uorescent tag, a hydrophilic tag, a lipid, a small
molecule drug and even an oligonucleotide conjugate.54,56 Both
of these C2 His tagging strategies are excellent examples of
novel methodologies that utilize underexplored reactivity
pathways for diverse applications in organic and medicinal
chemistry.53,54

Tyrosine (Tyr) umpolung strategies

The electron-rich side chain of Tyr is known for its nucleophilic
character and the vast majority of Tyr functionalization strate-
gies rely on the donor properties of the phenolic oxygen and the
adjacent ortho carbons at C3 and C5 (Fig. 9).5b Expanding the
breadth of Tyr functionalization, various strategies are
emerging that depart from the conventional nucleophilic
pathways by utilizing the phenolic motif instead as an acceptor.
The oxidative coupling of phenols is one approach in which
phenolic motifs serve as both the nucleophile (donor) and
electrophile (acceptor). This strategy has been elegantly used in
the synthesis of cross-linked peptide natural products featuring
Tyr and 4-hydroxyphenylglycine (e.g. the arylomycins).57 In this
perspective we will focus on recent strategies for which Tyr
serves unambiguously as the acceptor. Many such approaches
employ an initial dearomatization to enable secondary reac-
tions at various sites within the Tyr side chain. A recent enzy-
matic approach by Fellmann, Doudna, Francis and co-workers
Fig. 9 Tyr functionalization using non-conventional umpolung strategie
o-quinone intermediate. (B) Tyr dearomatization–rearomatization func
zation using iminoxyl radicals; CAN ¼ ceric ammonium nitrate.
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utilizes tyrosinase to selectively and efficiently (<1 h) oxidize Tyr
to the o-quinone electrophilic intermediate 58, under mild
aerobic conditions (Fig. 9A).58 The o-quinone intermediate can
undergo nucleophilic attack at the C3 position with Cys thiols to
generate substituted diol products (e.g. 59). This strategy was
utilized as a selective protein–protein and protein–peptide
conjugation tool, providing a rapid approach (proceeding in <2
h) to link large biomolecules without the need for unnatural
amino acids.58 It is worth noting that the core phenolic structure
of Tyr is not regenerated following this functionalization
strategy, and thus, the approach would not satisfy a strict de-
nition of umpolung chemistry. However, as the site selective
functionalization strategy relies on the inverted donor/acceptor
properties of the Tyr ring, it bears considerable resemblance to
other umpolung strategies discussed. Moreover, the underlying
concept illustrates the value of looking beyond conventional
side chain reactivities to deliver powerful new tools for protein
bioconjugation.

Tyr functionalization can also be mediated via chemical
dearomatization strategies which have led to the development
of additional conjugation methods that exploit underutilized
electrophilic Tyr derivatives. In one such strategy developed by
Wang, Su, Fang and co-workers, hypervalent iodine(III) was used
to oxidatively dearomatize Tyr to afford a 4-hydroxylcyclohex-
adienone intermediate 60 (Fig. 9B).59 The addition of phenyl
hydrazine leads to the formation of a hydrazone intermediate
s. (A) Tyr–Cys bioconjugation strategy using an enzymatically activated
tionalization using phenyl hydrazine nucleophiles. (C) Tyr functionali-

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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61 which undergoes rearomatization to generate a C4
substituted azobenzene residue 62. This one-pot strategy was
used to modify various peptide substrates, including through
the direct conjugation of two peptides, as well as through
attachment of alkyne functionalized hydrazides for secondary
conjugation reactions.59 In a similar dearomatization approach
reported by Oisaki, Kanai and co-workers, iminoxyl radicals
were used to modify Tyr at the C1 carbon to afford functional-
ized oximes (Fig. 9C).60 The iminoxyl radicals were prepared via
single electron oxidation with ceric ammonium nitrate—
conditions which lead to dearomatization of the Tyr side chain
and conjugation of the iminoxyl to the C1 position. Unlike the
aforementioned approach, there is no rearomatization of the
phenol ring. However, the conjugated oxime product 63 was
shown to be stable or reversible depending on the steric and
electronic properties of the oxime substituents. This approach
was used to generate a number of different protein conjugates
including through the installation of azide and alkyne handles
as well as through conjugation with various small molecules.60

Collectively, these oxidation strategies highlight innovative
methods for Tyr modication that extend the conventional
utility of the phenolic side chain for peptide and protein
functionalization.
Perspective

Umpolung based side chain modication strategies are an
exciting and rapidly expanding area, with many new peptide
and protein functionalization methodologies having emerged
in the last ve years alone. These strategies have laid the critical
groundwork to establish umpolung chemistry as a common
approach for peptide and protein modication. Nevertheless,
with the eld still very much in its infancy, there is a wealth of
opportunity for further growth and development.

One area in which we envisage umpolung strategies will be
particularly impactful is in the chemical synthesis of RiPPs
and nonribosomal peptides (NRPs). As highlighted above, Cys
umpolung strategies have enabled the synthesis of multi-
stranded disulde-linked peptides34,35b,36 and the tryptathio-
nine linkages of the amatoxins and phallotoxins.39,40,42

However, there remains a multitude of other peptides (e.g.
lanthipeptides, thiopeptides, lasso peptides) that are
synthetically challenging or inaccessible using current meth-
odologies.61 These peptides have valuable medicinal applica-
tions which provide strong impetus for the continued pursuit
of efficient strategies for chemical synthesis. Umpolung reac-
tivity may hold the key to accessing challenging targets by
amplifying approaches to retrosynthetic planning and
unlocking new levels of orthogonality. The use of umpolung
strategies for the late-stage functionalization of peptides and
proteins likewise warrants additional investigation. This
perspective has highlighted a number of exciting strategies
that have emerged at Cys, Sec, Ala, His and Tyr residues, many
of which proceed under biocompatible conditions for the
selective modication of both proteins and peptides. While it
remains to be seen which of these nascent strategies will be
widely utilized by the broader community, these approaches
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
undoubtedly diversify the available methods for late-stage
functionalization and complement the array of existing strat-
egies for peptide/protein conjugation and protein labeling,
ultimately advancing their use in medicinal and biological
applications.

With umpolung reactivity pathways highlighted herein for
just ve distinct amino acid side chains, the remaining 16
amino acids comprise a wealth of untapped functionality that
could serve as additional sites for novel umpolung modica-
tions. Indeed, we might expect that new strategies will emerge
rst at amino acids bearing polar functionalities (e.g. Lys, Met,
Ser, Thr, Trp, Asp, Glu, Gln, Asn, Arg) owing to their plasticity
toward chemical modication. In particular, residues that may
be oxidatively activated (cf. His, Tyr, vide supra) may facilitate
inversion of innate nucleophilicity patterns. Nonetheless,
emerging Ala cross-coupling approaches48a,b exemplify the value
of aliphatic residues as pliable sites for innovative modica-
tions, particularly when paired with cutting-edge advances in
catalysis. It is also worth noting that novel peptide and protein
methodologies may judiciously exploit the logic of polarity
reversal by merging small molecule umpolung approaches with
the inherent reactivity of amino acid side chains, for example in
the generation of valuable electrophiles.62 This approach high-
lights the opportunity to build unprecedented connectivity
through the modication of peptide side chains using new
synthetic technologies based broadly on the principles of
umpolung chemistry.

Conclusions

Almost 50 years aer the term umpolung was rst coined by
Seebach,10 we continue to witness the value of polarity reversal
as an elegant and enabling platform for the design of new
synthetic methods. Beyond established applications in small
molecule synthesis and catalysis, the emerging umpolung
strategies for peptide and protein modication outlined in this
perspective underscore the enormous potential of these prin-
ciples as a guiding force for the functionalization of biomole-
cules. We anticipate that the development of new strategies
which capitalize on reactivity umpolung and exploit other
underutilized modes of reactivity will continue to complement
the growing repertoire of residue-specic modications and
bioconjugation approaches and will drive innovation in organic
synthesis, medicinal chemistry, and chemical biology well into
the future.
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